IVX 128
All-In-One
Refurbished Digital Phone System
IVX 128, the All-In-One Digital Phone System, is easy to install,
easy to understand and easy to use. All of IVX 128's outstanding
features are designed and built in from the start. So you get the
best communications at the lowest possible cost.

"Everything built - in"
means everything built - in.
16-port Voice Mail, Standard

Advanced Automated Attendant,

16 port (simultaneously available channels of
voice mail, hundreds of mailboxes and up to 140
hours of high quality voice message storage.
You also get: Quick groups, for quickly sending
a message to multiple recipients; and quick
Moves, to simply moving a voice mail message
from your mail box to another.

with six levels and 100 branches. This unusual
flexibility makes it easy to set up caller-friendly autoanswering.

Enhanced Caller ID

Live Call Screening and Recording
Just press the RECORD key and the IVX 128
will record any call - even conference calls and
personal reminders - for later playback, or move
to others mailboxes. You can also Screen calls,
just like you do with a home answering machine.

See at a glance who's calling or who's waiting. IVX
128 stores caller ID information when somebody
leaves you a voice message, and lets you return
the call by just pressing a key during playback of a
message.

Automated Call Distributor
The automated call distributor IACD) another IVX
128 feature - enhances your customer service by
intelligently routing calls to departments, where a
caller can either immediately reach someone or
remain on hold until the next person is available.

Scalability
Designed to support 84 Digital Feature Phones
and up to 66 phone lines. Supports T1 broadband
lines. All of this makes IVX 128 a system with a
truly cost - effective growth path.
▪ Off premises message delivery

▪ Conference usability

▪ Dedicated overhead paging interface

▪ Pager notification
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